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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The findings of Sonex Enterprises Incorporated under the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I program are contained within this report. The research was sponsored by the US Army, Communications-Electronics Command, Product Assurance and Test Directorate, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.

1.1 Problem Statement

The problem statement for this research was simplified to: Is it feasible today to produce a sound automated software test plan to support DoD system development and test activities? If it is feasible, how would the testing architecture be structured?

1.2 Scope of the Study

The current procurement/productivity environment demands a reduction in the system life cycle cost. The promise of fourth generation languages, relational data base technology, object oriented programming, re-useable software and other factors have led to systems with expensive and extended life cycles. The procurement environment requires that the potential run-away life cycle costs be constrained by establishing control at system inception. Testing is the only common control available for manager, programmer, contractor and customer. As the life cycle of automated system continues to be extended, the ability to test systems at all phases of development is accentuated. At Figure 1 is the graphic depicting the traditional Effort Distribution for Large Projects (Putnam, 1980). We have modified this figure to show the need for an increase and earlier start of the testing effort within the system life cycle. Our hypothesis is that additional testing must be included in the system definition and functional design specification phases to test the requirements before any code is written. Testing starts when the system definition starts -- because quality can not be incorporated into the system at the test phase near end of development, quality must be built into the system. The emphasis of this research has been to verify that true testability could be included in the system definition phase and functional design phases of system development.
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Figure 1
Figure 2 depicts the DoD defined levels of testing and the requirements documents/specifications consistent with MIL-STD-490 series documentation definitions. The focus of this research is the Acceptance level testing of the B5 specification.

1.3 Organization of this Document

Section 1 - is the introduction to this final report.
Section 2 - provides information on other current public domain research and development in this area.
Section 3 - is a short discussion of the study approach in terms of reductions in systems life cycle cost and testing as a control function.
Section 4 - presents the finding of this research.
Section 5 - is the conclusions
Section 6 - provides the recommendations.

1.4 Testing References

DoD-STD-2167 - Defense System Software Development
DoD-STD-2168 - (Draft) Software Quality Evaluation
Mil-STD-490 - Specification Practices
DoD-STD-7935 - Automated Data Systems Documentation Standards
AMC-P 70-13 - Army Materiel Command, Software Management Indicators
AMC-P 70-14 - Army Materiel Command, Software Quality Indicators

2.0 OTHER CURRENT PUBLIC DOMAIN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

This section focuses on representative efforts within the stated study scope of reducing system life cycle costs by using testing as a control feature. This is a succinct, non-exhaustive discussion of current R&D efforts in the software testing metrics, programming environment language domain, and the expert, or knowledge based system domains.
### TESTING DOMAIN MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Need</th>
<th>A Specification</th>
<th>B5 Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2*
2.1 Software Testing Metrics

Within the current state of the art in software testing metrics are two representative metrics; McCabes Cyclomatic Complexity Metric; and Halsteads Information Volume Metric. Software metrics are management tools, scientific/empirically based, that must be unambiguous and objective to be useful. However, metrics are often misunderstood and misapplied.

McCabes Cyclomatic Complexity

- An early attempt to apply the notion of complexity to measure software quality.
- Easy to compute $V(G) = \text{Sum (Loops, conditions, cases)} + 1$.
- Language dependent.
- Very weak when comparing software of same/similar cyclomatic complexities.

Halsteads Information Volume

- Derived from common sense, information theory, and psychology
- Needs automated computation:
  \[ V = N \log_2 n, \text{ where:} \]
  \[ N = \text{Total Operators and Operands}, \]
  \[ n = \text{Total Unique Operators and Operands}. \]
- Works for any algorithm in any language.
- The major weakness is treating user function calls and system function calls equally.

Other metrics have been successful in specific domains, such as function point analysis. Of course, the old standby metric, is delivered source instructions per person month (lines of code).
2.2 New Environments/Languages

TAME (Tailoring an Ada Measurement Environment) is research ongoing at the University of Maryland. This research aims at the development of a prototype measurement and evaluation environment that supports the measurement and evaluation of the quality, productivity, and product aspects of Ada projects. TAME includes the processes of setting up measurement and evaluation goals and deriving supportive measures. The current prototype does not interface with an (APSE) Ada Programming Support Environment; however, it is designed to be integrated into an APSE in the future. The TAME system provides means for collecting, storing, and validating data, computing measures, and interpreting computed values within the context of particular evaluation goals.

(MOTHRA) Mutation Testing Architecture, is a prototype environment based on the program mutation testing technology at Georgia Tech. The environment is an integrated set of tools and interfaces that support the planning, definition, preparation, execution, analysis and evaluation of tests of software systems. The MOTHRA environment was designed with two primary objectives. The first is that the environment possess high band width user interfaces. The second is that it impose no a priori constraints on the size of software that can be tested in the environment. In addition, it supports the notion of progressive tests, in that it allows the user to carry data from one level of testing to higher levels, with the capability to incorporate that test data into the overall test objectives.

Mutation analysis and thus the MOTHRA environment allows the tester to create test data, evaluate old test data, detect the absence of known errors, and provides error detection. These capabilities are also very applicable to the testing of reusable software. Evaluation of old data and the creation of new test data allows the user of a reusable component to develop test cases that are related to the operational objectives of the system, while eliminating the generation of redundant test data from previous testing.

CSRL (Conceptual Structures Representation Language) has been used by the Battelle Columbus Division for several industrial applications as part of Battelle's contract research business over the last three years.
CSRL, developed by the Laboratory for Artificial Intelligence Research at the Ohio State University, is a language for building classification expert systems. Based on the notion that classification problem-solving can be modeled as a society of specialists, CSRL implements such knowledge-based systems as a classification hierarchy of SPECIALISTS, where individual SPECIALISTS engage in hypothesis refinement, i.e., the task of the problem solver is to find the categories, or hypotheses, within the classification hierarchy which is appropriate to the situation being analyzed. Examples of classification problem-solving include diagnosis, catalog selection, and certain types of planning.

Two major conclusions have resulted from using this language in an industrial setting. First, CSRL is a powerful knowledge engineering tool and it also supports standard software engineering needs for developing computer software. Second, several identified enhancements are necessary to make CSRL a more effective and cost-efficient development tool. With these enhancements, CSRL will satisfy the software engineering goals for the development of expert systems which are testable, reliable, cost-effective, well-documented, understandable, maintainable, and modifiable - software asich meets the user's needs.

2.3 Knowledge Based Systems

SAC (Software Acquisition Consultant) research being performed at the Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London laboratory, CT. The goal of this research is to produce an expert system decision aid for tailoring the requirements of DoD STD 2167, using DoD-HDBK-287, associated Data Item Descriptions (DID), and standards. The current prototype is currently employed in the selection of DIDs to be required for a software development project. The purpose is to provide software acquisition managers, responsible for applying DoD-STD-2167, with software engineering expertise. SAC assists in developing the appropriate level of requirements and documentation tailored for each procurement.

DIOGENES (Expert System for Extraction of Data System Requirements from User Scenarios). This NASA SBIR work derives system requirements from user
scenarios by facilitating and analyzing interactions between software systems engineers and system end users. This prototype system has automated a scenario-driven methodology for deriving top-level specifications and preliminary designs for user data systems.

Expert System for Software Quality Assurance, is a prototype that was created for the US Army Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center. This expert system facilitates the process of tailoring statements of work by capturing the knowledge of software QA engineers. The system was executed to alleviate staff turnover/inexperience and to ensure that the consistent standards and requirements of an adequate software QA program are enforced.

ECA (Expert Complexity Analyzer) by Autometrics Inc. is a knowledge based system that provides individual module level analysis, module clean-up suggestions, bug predictions and project scheduling. The system is tailored to the DoD-STD 2167 environment and at the Preliminary Design Stage will provide an initial testing schedule and an effective linear based development schedule without provision for software complexity or defect prediction. At the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) a more refined testing schedule, dynamically based on software complexity, testing personnel allocation, initial defect predictions and resource allocation recommendations is provided. At the critical Design Review (CDR) the system provides schedule and testing personnel allocation reflective of software complexity, full defect prediction for tracking test effectiveness, predicted reliability estimates, test management suggestions, and test management reports. During the Software Testing Phase the system provides analysis of defects found to those predicted, defects remaining estimates, test schedule refinement, test effectiveness reports, and operational availability and system reliability predictions. ECA future capabilities will include; development of a historical project testing database; development of module, unit and build test strategies; development of automated test scenarios; integration of automated test path generation techniques.

ASQ (Automated Assistant for Specification of Software Quality), under development at Dynamics Research Corporation, allows acquisition managers to
cost-effectively specify software quality goals based only on their knowledge of the application and system specifications. The tool provides a mechanism for putting technology to support software quality specification into use in today's DoD systems. Through automated application of the software quality methodology to DoD systems, the software development community will begin to see the benefits of specifying and measuring quality.

Knowledge-based reasoning allows ASQ to provide the essential software quality guidance to users, and to incorporate prior decisions made by the user for future use. The following are some of the important features of ASQ: Complete, easy-to-use guidance, stepping through each specification procedure, so that the acquisition manager does not need to know details of the software quality specification process; Access to help for users of all experience levels; A flexible menu-driven user-interface; automated procedures wherever possible; Automated extrapolations from available information, whenever a user skips certain details; Incorporation of assumptions and decisions for later review; Incorporation of a database of results from past projects; and specification by example, whenever data from example projects can help specify quality for the current project.

Based upon the above material provided on Testing Metrics, new environments/languages and knowledge based developments, we can see that there is considerable diverse activity in the software testing field. However, we have not found any published reference to a life cycle wide testing architecture to control system development through testing. Our problem statement for this research was; is it feasible today to produce a sound automated software test plan to support DoD system development and test activities? If it is feasible, how would the testing architecture be structured?

3.0 STUDY APPROACH

The approach for this research included five separate tasks: A literature review; Expert knowledge execution; Identification of software testing requirements; definition of a software test case prototype; and determination of feasibility of generating an automated software test plan.
3.1 Literature Review

The first task was to execute a review of the literature and other sources to identify current techniques and tools, including Knowledge Based Systems that were potentially applicable to this study. The second task then focused on reviewing the literature to determine what kind of progress has been achieved in the automatic software test plan generation arena. The focus of the effort was on the identification of any knowledge based systems in existence that are applicable, or that may be modified to be applicable to the problem area.

Whenever applicable systems did exist, they were evaluated in terms of applicability to a particular phase of the process (e.g., most probable error statistics problem) or to the overall Testing Architecture process being researched under this contract.

3.2 Expert Knowledge Extraction

Defining the bounds and the scope of the software test plan generation process was one of the critical tasks of this research. The act of extracting the detailed experience from experts has a magnifying effect upon the typical problem definition. Based upon previous knowledge based system development experience, the problem statement must be very focused because detailed experience brings many "new" factors/sub-problems to bear as a part of the ultimate problem solution set.

Figure 3 depicts the overall "problem space" of the software test plan generation problem at the top of the graphic. The problem space includes the entire undefined testing environment. Although based on Sonex's experience, in testing the current Army Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System (AFATDS) development, it was obvious that automatic test data generation was beyond the scope of this research, however, the issue of automated test procedures was less clear. The expert interviews progressed in two stages, first general testing issues, which culminated in the identification of the test plan generation problem as the key. The second stage was the detailed definition of the software test plan generation problem.
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3.3 Software Testing Requirements

After the key problem was identified, defined and approved by the COTR, expert interviews continued with a focus on the Software Test Plan to determine detailed testing requirements. Interview role relationships were defined, the experts were provided information on the research prior to the initial meeting, and the sessions were taped and transcribed. This interview process was complemented with additional research in search of material and methodologies for additional points of view and academic depth.

3.4 Definition of the Test Case Prototype

The initial methodology for the test case prototype was as follows:

- Create a paper system that allows the domain expert to identify and fill the voids.
- Determine the verification criteria for subsequent evaluation.
- Program the system using appropriate Knowledge Based system software.
- Iterate the development with the domain expert to demonstrate various capabilities.
- The prototype shall solve a portion of the vital subset problem suggesting that the approach is viable and further system development is achievable.

However, the magnitude of the task (to define all of software testing) coupled with the requisite thoroughness of the interview process, necessitated an alteration to the research scope. Consequently, the effort was refocused on defining a testing architecture, rather than developing a demonstration prototype knowledge based system.

3.5 Expert System Feasibility

The feasibility of the software testing architecture/Knowledge based system concept was developed and evaluated at the midpoint of the effort.
Specific problems that were expected to be encountered in implementing the system were identified and the methodology used to address these problems was discussed. In addition, the potential for expanding the Software Testing Architecture to include other aspects of Software product assurance was evaluated.

4.0 FINDINGS

4.1 Literature Review and State of the Art Survey

The research consisted of deliberate bibliographic literature searches by Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) on AI and Software Testing (at Attachment 1) and the Data Analysis Center for Software (RADC/COED) at Griffiss AFB, NY (at Attachment 2). Interviews with industry and academics in the software development and testing areas were conducted with AT&T Federal Systems, IBM Federal Systems, Boeing Computer Services, IMR Systems Corporation and George Mason University. Sonex has also remained abreast of current technologies through attendance at the Washington DC Chapter of ACM SIGAda meetings, and attendance at representative conferences such as the annual IEEE Expert Systems in Government Symposium, National Conference on Ada Technology and Washington Ada Symposium, and National Institute for Software Quality and Productivity's recent Software Testing and Validation Conference.

From these activities it was concluded that tremendous progress is being made in many diverse fields. However, two separate forces are currently afield: Congress is imposing severe restrictions on defense spending and the spectacular progress in various fields has the potential to create a run-away engine. As Ada, and other new technologies, has been implemented in major software development projects, the impact has been greater than the government or contractors anticipated. Ada has caused both contractor and government personnel to reassess the entire waterfall development methodology. Testing is the only common control that transcends languages, metrics, and methodologies. The needs for test control and discipline have never been greater.
Specific high-level rules of thumb that emerged from this literature review and state of the art survey include:

- Because of sophistication, resource and time constraints, software cannot be tested exhaustively.
- Testing requires mechanization if it is to make a serious impact and control the software development effort.
- The obvious cost benefit of early error detection justifies testing the written requirements for logic errors and determining the testability of the proposed system before any code is written.
- The special problems of real time systems have yet to be solved.
- The advantages of writing the system users manual during the requirements phase, and its use as a testing ground truth.
- Quality cannot be inserted at testing, it must be built into the software product.
- The phenomenon of defect clustering where 80% of the errors are identified in 20% of the code, holds regardless of the PDL.

From the level of actively detected it is evident that software testing is emerging as potentially the most comprehensive control function.

4.2 Experts Interviewed

Mr. Steven J. Callas has over eighteen years industry analysis and management experience including Test Plan development and implementation for hardware and software, customized application development including QA activities, and hands-on experience with IVV and CM.

Increased project productivity by 11% due to project IV&V efforts over two years. Generated test plans for the Army's independent testing of Tactical Analysis software systems and produced a written report describing the results. Evaluated documentation and provided hardware and software configuration management to the Tactical Analysis System. Reported to the Configuration Control Board (CCB) of the project for the preparation and distribution of CCB decisions and supporting data requirements. Created a data base on a VAX 11/780 for maintenance of configuration management.
information. Prepared configuration management plans for contract proposals using Department of Defense Standards 7935 and 480; and Military Standards 481, 483, and 490. QA experience using Army TB 18-102 and Navy standards identifying quality factors and how they directly impact the project at hand. Employed QA as a process, not as a checklist. Mr. Callas is currently advising the Magnavox Corporation on testing and configuration management for the AFATDS System development.

Mr. William J. Slobodian has over seven years experience in the software testing, quality assurance and IV&V areas. As Principal Engineer, he has written software test plans and procedures for the US Army Technical Control and Analysis Center (TCAC) and the TOP GALLANT, SIGINT/EW systems of the Joint Tactical Fusion Program.

Duties included the performance analysis of baseline software and firmware. Analyzed detailed software design strategies for integrity of functionality and system architecture. Reviewed all software documentation pertaining to application and vendor supplied software. Performed manpower and cost analysis in relation to software testing and other functions. Served as engineer specialist for C3I Special Projects. Advised the Government Program Manager on software scheduling, hardware acquisitions, and technical aspects of the project.

As Systems/Software Engineer, he had duties including the design, debug and implementation of software for Naval Weapon System WDS MK14. Computer languages used on software project included CMS02M and Ultra-16 for the Sperry Univac AN-UYK20 computer. Work included insuring systems maintenance, tests operated according to designated specifications. Served as technical field representative at the Land Based Test Center, Wayland, MA. Specific assignments included system evaluations on launcher and fire-control systems. Prepared monthly reports, trained members of section on operation of OJ-194 and USQ-69 shipboard and AN-UYK 20 operations.
Mr. John S. Williams has a wide and varied background of management of complex projects and supervision of military and technical organizations. He has extensive experience in the definition and development of command and control information systems in a career marked by innovation and achievement of objectives. As project manager for defining the Command and Control Information System (C2IS) for Allied Command Europe, he initiated the use of modern structured methodology which has been adopted as the NATO standard. With direct supervision of a multi-national team of systems analysts and functional experts tasked to define strategic C2IS functional and technical requirements, he presented and justified system requirements before NATO's Technical and Budget committees which resulted in full funding support. He served as Chairman of working groups and committees responsible for the definition of ADP standards, policy and procedures.

As Chief of ADP Quality Assurance, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, Mr. Williams conceived, developed and implemented a quality assurance philosophy and procedures which resulted in marked improvement of Command and Control Information Systems in operation and being developed to support SHAPE. Introduced improved Configuration Management procedures and tools.

Mr. Williams currently consults on testing and functional user issues for Magnavox Corporation, the AFATDS system development.

Mr. Michael J. Xenos has 30 years experience in IVV, CM, and QA (including T&E) from which to draw upon. Mr. Xenos conceived and developed the Independent/Integrated Systems Assurance (ISA) concept which integrates QA and CM processes into a structured verification and validation methodology. Pertinent experience includes:

Deputy Program Manager for the development, operations, and maintenance of the US General Accounting Office (GAO) Consolidated Administrative Management Information System (CAMIS), a $23 million nationwide interactive system. He directed the program startup, including securing and orienting the requisite resource, establishing resource accounting policies and procedures, and establishing professional relations with the customer. Negotiated agreements with subcontractors and managed their personnel resources. Managed deliverables to schedule and established the award fee criteria.
Project Manager for development and implementation of major enhancements to the Federal Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) and the national Direct Student Loans (NDSL) programs ($23 million) under a fixed-priced contract with the Department of Education. He managed both company and subcontractor personnel for development, implementation, and maintenance. Coordinated the telecommunications network and hardware requirements with regional vendors and telephone companies. Represented corporation in weekly Regional Administrators conferences with the Commissioner of Student Financial Assistance. Conceived, orchestrated and supervised the development of the Army's PROBE system that assists DA in the automated development of the annual five-year programs and budgets.

Chief Resource Programs (Manpower, Equipment, Facilities, Dollars) US Army, Europe (1976 - 1977). Mr. Xenos managed a staff of 28 with responsibilities that included: Established the automated functional resources planning structure, established criteria, standards, and procedures for resource planning, initiated development of the European Five-Year Resource Requirements Document, coordinated requirements with NATO headquarters and incorporated US commitments to NATO. Mr. Xenos represented the Command at Headquarters DA resource allocation boards, integrated European resource programs into the Army Five-Year Program and developed requirements for ADP systems to support resource planning.

Adjunct Professor of Management, Computer Sciences and System Analysis, for Boston and American Universities. Developed and taught a graduate level integrated analysis and computer architecture courses for 13 years.

The expertise of these key participants was complemented with short interviews with other testing experts. The result of these interviews and the derived testing architecture are provided in the next section.
4.3 Software Test System Architecture

This section is segmented up into five major sections. These sections discuss the EXTEND (Expert Test Evaluation Node Development) system results of the SBIR Phase I research. The five sections are supported by high level system architecture charts, the EXTEND Execution Flow, Input and Output descriptions grouped by process, a sample session with the prototype expert system shell, and a discussion of feasibility.

4.3.1 EXTEND Overview

The overall system architecture diagram is at Figure 4. The overall EXTEND system architecture chart depicts the main elements of the software testing environment. The Execution flow of the EXTEND system will be discussed in Section 4.3.2. This architecture begins with a subsystem that addresses the potential system target environment and then identifies appropriate Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) structures. The proposed CSCI decision tree design impacts significantly on software testability.

The CSCI tree feeds the Software Test Development subsystem. Other major inputs are Software Metric Model profiles, T Tool (discussed in Section 4.3.3.3) requirements and test data cases. The Test Development Subsystem is the focal item in the EXTEND Architecture. The software test development process is further defined in Figure 5. The software test products of the test development process are provided to a generic testbed or testbed interface and an off-the-shelf tools interface. The final product of the EXTEND architecture is the Test Results Analysis Subsystem that analyzes the tests for acceptance. This sub-system also provides feedback to other components of the EXTEND architecture.

The detailed Test Development Subsystem diagram at Figure 5 is composed of three major functions. The generic flow of control begins with the Test Resources Subsystem and moves to the Test Plans subsystem. Based upon these inputs, the final player is the Test Procedures subsystem.
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The EXTEND System architecture has the capability to always produce a software test plan. This software test plan shall be repeatable and one of the software test plan appendices will be the Assumptions and Constraints invoked to create the software test plan. The extent of these appendices is a function of development phase. The Interactive session between the user and the EXTEND system will begin by defining the environment of the target system (see Figure 6). If there is information the EXTEND system requests and the user doesn’t know, EXTEND will derive a default value, based on expert experience, rules, and the previous session input. The architecture of the EXTEND system requires a minimum number of data inputs to create the resultant test plan. If the user can not provide the input data, then the interactive EXTEND system module assigns default condition values based upon Expert tester experience assumptions. The basis for these assumptions will come from Sonex research/interviews with testing experts and data bases of historic testing experience. The assumptions for the specific session shall be provided as an appendix of the resultant Software test plan.

Likewise, when the user can answer specific questions about the target environment, then questions about the CSCI structure of the target system will be asked (also depicted in Figure 6). This interaction about the CSCI structure will question the user about the target system requirements and the options for target system design. Based upon the ability of the user to respond, for example, that the detail design data is available, default conditions and assumptions will be made for missing user inputs. These default values and conditions and the resultant assumptions they are based upon, will be provided to the user as part of the software test plan Assumptions and Constraints appendices.

The results from either user input or default values will next activate the Metric Model and T Tool subsystems. The Metric Model subsystem will query the user to extract the minimum data inputs that the Metric Model requires to make a software testing determination. Responses that the user can not accurately detail will have default values associated with them. Again, the default values/conditions will be documented and the supporting assumptions provided as a component of the software test plan Appendices for Assumptions and Constraints.
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The minimum data inputs, required to create the software test plan, came from the user, or through the default condition's mechanism that is generated in the Target Environment, CSCI Analyzer, and Metric Model Subsystems. The appropriate minimum inputs are now provided to the T Tool to generate requirements traceability, test inputs, intermediate test results, and expected test results. Additional assumptions and constraints when default values are used will be generated to substantiate the T Tool results.

The result of the T Tool, and CSCI analyzer, and the Metric Model are next provided to the Test Development subsystem to produce the Software Test Plan. The minimum data inputs are provided by the user or the EXTEND system as default values/conditions. These defaults will be provided with backup assumptions that define the default rationale and will be provided as an appendix to the Software Test Plan.

This architecture will produce a Software Test Plan for each formal test. The assumptions and constraints that validate the output software test plan would also be provided as an appendix consistent with DI-MCCR-80014. The EXTEND System architecture will allow the creation of a software test plan, as a living document, during any phase of the target system development. The EXTEND system could be used as the tester progresses through the testing process, allowing the tester to use the EXTEND results as feedback to change his/her original user inputs. The changed/more detailed user input then allows for less EXTEND default values/conditions and provide for a refocused testing strategy. The EXTEND system will always produce the same result with the same inputs. The effects of time, and more available details about the target system, allow for a more detailed software test plan. This more detailed software test plan will generally have less assumptions and constraints attached when the user provides more detail. The EXTEND system could be available to assist in testing decisions, based upon modified user input.

During an update session, the user input about the target system would produce a new software test plan, appendix of assumptions and constraints, and allow a paper (hard copy) comparison of the various sessions. This comparison would also provide the testing knowledge base explanation and rationale for the results.
The EXTEND System's knowledge base would require a very extensive infusion of experience to provide a software test plan. The mapping of the required knowledge and identification of holes in the knowledge will be aided by use of the EXTEND system itself. The subsystem knowledge bases will require updating as holes and voids are identified, and as default conditions and assumptions are critiqued by experts during the EXTEND testing period.

The development of the EXTEND architecture would focus on the establishment of test threads that allow creation of the software test plan. The minimum user inputs or default values to activate the test thread would be identified during the EXTEND analysis. Many possible test threads are depicted in Figures 4 and 5.

4.3.3 Input/Output and Processes

The listings described below provide definition for the terms of processes and data flows (inputs and outputs) used in Figures 4 and 5. The research effort has focused on defining the EXTEND system inputs/outputs as a means of top-down decomposing the overall EXTEND architecture.

4.3.3.1 Target Environment

This process embodies the current target system estimate for the proposed deployment system, including size. The purpose is to identify design and test objectives that affect CSCI Acceptance Testing.

Inputs to the Target Environment are:

1. High Level Requirements Document: For example, the system specification in the Military Standard 490 series documentation. This document must provide system characteristics and identify design constraints if they exist, (i.e., memory size constraints). The requirements are captured in Functional Descriptions, Systems Specifications and 'A' Specs.
2. Management Control: The current testing overview with resource, time constraints, and other factors included. Specific areas of interest include data on configuration management, milestones, reporting, budget, logistics, support equipment, facilities, personnel and interoperating systems requirements.

3. System Characteristics: User and designer current estimates of the hardware, software, and operating system for the proposed system. The selection of a DBMS, off-the-shelf requirements, and the development versus the deployment environment issues are also involved. This is working information only. It will change completely as the requirements evolve.

Outputs from the Target Environment are:

1. Programming Environment: The determination of a high order language or assembler, real-time or batch, on-board embedded or special purpose environment. (This input leads to determination of the lines of code). The complexity of the control structure and data is included here. A true lines of code projection is not within the grasp of current technology. However, the intent is to size the software with a measure.

2. Dominant Quality Factors: The identification of key system quality factors. This is developed during a user and system interaction, answering questions on the dominant system characteristics. Examples of system characteristics and related quality factors are: If human lives are involved - dominant quality factors are reliability and correctness; if long system life cycle is critical - testability, maintainability and expandability are the dominant quality factors.

3. Expected Environment: Gross initial estimate of the development and deployment environment (hardware, software, communications, operating systems, etc.) of the target system.
4.3.3.2 CSCI Analyzer

This process executes a Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) analysis based upon the requirements. The requirement decomposition is executed through user interaction to a normalized level of requirements. After decomposition multiple recombinations of the sub-requirements are accomplished to check for testability, quality and project goal suitability.

Inputs to the CSCI Analyzer are described as outputs of the Target Environment process with the exception of:

1. Requirements Feedback: Detailed decomposed requirements data as available which is used for system level or test level updates.

Outputs from the CSCI Analyzer are:

1. CSCI Structure: The optimum recomposed structure is identified. The structure will be one of a process (computer process, such as computation, input/output, or table look-up), mission (such as fire control, unit movement, logistics, or communications) or organization (such as Theater, Corps, or Division level) structure tree.

2. Detailed Requirements: The decomposed expanded normalized requirements that form the basis for program specifications, system requirements and specifications are the basis for these detailed requirements.

3. Decomposed Requirements: Low level individual requirements and tables provided in the T-Tool data dictionary format. For example, a generic requirement might be to connect Battlefield node A to B using a required Battlefield conditions table, communications status table and a weather table. This will be a machine readable interface, floppy disk or communications link.
4. Lines of Code: A determination of the "rough" lines of code, either high order language or assembler, without comments compiled. Accuracy will be an order of magnitude rough estimate.

5. Project Goals: Realistic acknowledgment of management goals. Is this a rush, high risk, time sensitive project? Is cost control the key goal? Is schedule compliance the major management goal?

6. Quality Goals/Balance: The quality factors are ordered, expanded, and prioritized. A weighting balance factor is also applied based upon system objectives. If correctness were a key project quality factor -- correctness might for example, be measured through the design parameters, structured methodology, user friendliness, and integration measures. Measurement methodologies and evaluation procedures could then be established for each of these evaluation items. Therefore, one of the design parameters might be capability -- as demonstrated by stress testing.

7. Rough Schedule: A development time table that depicts all the major checkpoints with an identification of the testing constraints/windows to government acceptance testing. The schedule will be un-optimized and not success biased. Plan to estimate the "program design" phase fairly accurately, then move forward in build and install increments.

8. Test Data Estimate: A first estimate of test data requirements based upon the requirements decomposition. This breakdown and identification of detailed requirements (requirements based testing) is the basis for the test data estimate. Specific input data items include input scenarios and operator input messages. The Test Data Collection Requirements captures the results of these inputs.
4.3.3.3 T Tool

T Tool: The T Tool is an off-the-shelf package produced by Programming Environments, Inc. (PEI) and will be integrated into this architecture. The T Tool is a PC based software tool that automatically designs, generates, traces, and documents software test cases from a system requirement. It has proven effective in cutting time and costs from development and maintenance schedules while improving quality. All functions are covered, most probable error coverage includes samples from all coverage areas, and very high structure coverage is provided with the T Tool. Users direct the T Tool through an adaptive interface that varies from menu-based to command-line according to its usage. Prompts, memory aids, and help messages guide the user at all three easy steps. The user enters software descriptions into several different fill-in-the-blank screens: a requirement statement screen and screens for data, condition, event, and state definitions. A restricted English sentence structure is provided on all screens. The user never has to worry about sentence, paragraph, or document structure or how to position the cursor. The T Tool automatically checks all dictionaries and requirements for completeness and consistency. The T Tool automatically produces a requirements specification that can be printed or viewed on-line and included in other documents.

Inputs to the T Tool are described as an output of the CSCI Analyzer process.

Outputs from the T Tool are:

1. T Tool Requirement Statements: This data flow includes the system requirements encoded in the T Tool data dictionary language. These requirements and test cases are blind to regression and stress testing, and do not have horizontal or hierarchical links. These requirement links must be established by other inputs.

2. T Tool Test Data Cases: The results of the T Tool analysis are based on test case requirements statements. Emphasis is on test coverage and
test case productivity. The T Tool generated test cases will exercise at least once, every requirement for 100% function coverage and every most probable error coverage for 100% coverage. Every requirement and every most probable error category will be addressed at least once.

4.3.3.4 Metric Model

Metric Model: This process uses historic defect profiles to characterize the development environment. The purpose is to evaluate project goals, address effectiveness of testing methods, and evaluate testing tools in a quantitative measure. This system is executed through choosing QA and testing methods and tools that fit the input characteristics, interactively evaluate the system behavior and refine goals based upon evaluation results. Testing metrics included are Cyclomatic Complexity, Information Volume, Function Points and others.

Inputs to the Metric Model are described as outputs of Target Environment and CSCI Analyzer. Two additional inputs are:

1. Project Assets: An identification of the software testing assets available to testing. This includes tools, personnel skills, resources, time, hardware and system assets.

2. Metrics Feedback: A result from the Test Results Analysis subsystem. This is an interpretation of the testing results that is used to tune the software metric model criteria.

Outputs from the Metric Model are:

1. AMC Test Indicator Data: Army Materiel Command (AMC) input for the software progress-development and test management indicators of AMC Pamphlets 70-13 and 70-14 will be provided. The quality indicators and time/schedule metrics and their effects on testing will be the key areas of interest. These indicators will be tailored for the software test description.
2. Assets Available (Hardware and Systems): A delineation of projected computer assets that are to be used in the test strategy generation, including testing mechanization assets.

3. Error/Fault/Failure Profiles: Quantification of expected fault detection, error prevention, error profile, and failure data. Methods include functional testing, structural testing, and code reading. Tools include chief programmer team, document library, code reuse, and program design language. Fault type examples include control, data and interface. Error classes include application, environment or clerical type examples.

4. Metric Tuning: This is feedback on the use of current software testing metrics results. This input addresses specific recommendations as a minimum for integration, acceptance, and test procedure modification. Metric tuning also includes test indicator data to indicate quality factors for data base development, scheduling metrics and efforts on raw testing. These indicators will be tailored to the software test plan. Most probable error statistics data is also generated by the Metric Model and tailored to the software design/development methodology (i.e., OOD, Top-Down) and Language(s) of implementation (i.e., Ada, Fortran, Assembler).

5. Projected Goals: Based upon the project environment and monitoring the methods and tools for testing, projected goals that affect the project outcome are recommended. A question, metric, and goal paradigm is used to interpret results and provide a framework for iterative refinement through feedback.

6. Tools: Specific software code or programs to be used as recommended by test metrics, resources, time and other modeled factors. The most important component is functional expertise. Quality Assurance (QA) must have knowledgeable "user" personnel to ensure the 'right' system is built. Identification of the best fit Quality Assurance tools is critical to monitor system development. Ensuring the relevance and
balance of the QA reporting and compliance mechanism is a tool responsibility.

4.3.3.5 Test Development

Test Development: This subsystem (process) is composed of three major components: test resources; test plans; and test procedures. These components have been the emphasis of this research. See an expansion of this subsystem in the Test Development Subsystem detail chart attached at Figure 5.

Inputs to Test Development are the outputs from the T Tool; CSCI Analyzer; and the Metric Model previously identified. Additional inputs include:

1. User Interaction - Test Design: This dataflow is a dialog between the user and the EXTEND system. The system architecture requires a minimum number of data inputs to create the resultant test plan.

2. Detail Design Documents: These document will include as a minimum the following; Target System Operators/User manual, Target System size and complexity data, system and program design details, other test assets available, integration strategy baseline, and software builds documents.

3. Lower Level Test Results: This is the result of previous level testing (system, acceptance, or user). This is used within the Test Design Subsystem to match with regression tests and regression test data to test the integrity of lower level test results.

4. Test Analysis Feedback: The feedback is a critical analysis of the test results and test data collected from the previous series of tests. The dataflow response in a timely way allows for tailoring of the test design to analyzed problem areas.

5. CM Status: From a Configuration Management (CM) interface subsystem that links with an off-the-shelf CM tool, like Expertware's CM Toolkit. CM
status provides the test bed status, results, and system control information. Also provided is problem reporting, cross reference, version description, and build specification tool status. Configuration Identification and Control is maintained for software, hardware, interfaces, support equipment, instrumentation, data bases, and all diagrams.

6. Program Schedule/Status: A user update from an established software development model like the Putnam Cocomo model, the design element, or others. A schedule for the subject development effort is provided. This input may come from a tool which may be an off-the-shelf component interfaced with the system. A management input, separate from a model, with real subject project data will also be a component of this input. The program schedule/status also includes a design update interactive dialog that provides for the off-the-shelf interface to system update design decisions and constraints.

7. Regression Test Update: The CM input for regression testing including, as a minimum, the test version and test build, test data, and thread control. It includes previous test input, output, and automatic verification, and may include a key stroke saver function.

8. Test Traceability: From the off-the-shelf Tools Interface subsystem to the other Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools used in the development. This may range from a spreadsheet to a data base to a project management or CM tool to control the testing traceability and control.

Outputs from Test Development process are discussed relative to the subordinate Test Development Subprocesses: Test Resources, Test Plans and Test Procedures.

4.3.3.5.1 Test Resources

This subprocess accomplishes the identification and utilization of all available testing assets. Time and schedule issues must be analyzed with
knowledge of test design and system requirements.

Inputs were discussed as inputs to the Test Development Process.

Outputs from Test Resources are:

1. Allocated Resources: The results of a feedback function between test resources and test plans and procedures subsystems that perform a what-if analysis of the existing resources. Specific input items include schedule, personnel, software, instrumentation, hardware, test drivers, facilities, and interfacing systems data.

2. Test Limitations: Prioritization of all testing features. Features or significant combinations of features that cannot be tested will be identified. A reason will be provided with a probable risk assessment.

3. Test Schedule/Budget Data: A critical path type testing schedule that addresses time, resources and priorities.

4.3.3.5.2 Test Plans

This subprocess performs the quantification and mapping of all test issues and criteria, test cases, test strategy and the kind of test to the system requirements. The system requirements include both operational and functional specifics such as performance, response, and capacity. Based upon user interaction, software test descriptions and software test procedure documents will be outputs. The Test Plans process is broken into the following sub-processes: input correlation, requirements analysis, test planning, knowledge based processing, user interaction, and test report generation. Components include Test Strategy and Test Issues and Criteria sub-subprocesses. Test Issues and Criteria: This process identifies the specific test issues, based upon the CSCI structure, system requirement and system design whose impact should be addressed by the test strategy. The test criteria determination is provided as test case input to test strategy and integration planning.
Inputs to Test Plans were described as inputs to the Test Development Process except:

1. Procedure Feedback: This is an internal evaluation loop within the Test Development subsystem.

Outputs from Test Plans are:

1. Acceptance Test Criteria: The specific user criteria to allow a determination of the system capability to support the functional requirements. The form and measurement of the criteria will be defined and quantified. Risks will also be defined and quantified. Based upon the stated acceptance test criteria.

2. Integration Strategy: This will be a component of the software test plan showing values covering, for example: integration testing, time, and requirement functionality testability. A project unique integration strategy balance of testing must be identified. Integration Strategy Baseline is based on system criticality, software design and testing approach. Critical components and interfaces must be formally tested. The high or low impact of the software failing must be acknowledged. The update is appropriate to development and qualification testing. The result is only a recommendation, which may require a contract modification to implement on the subject system under development. This dataflow defines the orchestration of integration, system, and acceptance testing. Also identified is who performs what functions, such as approving the results, of each test.

3. Requirements Traceability Matrix: A matrix of the detailed requirements to the test strategies. The sequence, level of detail, complexity, limitations, and other parameters will be addressed for each detailed requirement.

4. Regression Test Update: Interdependencies are identified of the tests designed, analyzed and reported. Test cases from all prior tests may be...
repeated, and new ones identified. Regression testing validates new or modified requirements that necessitated change, while ensuring existing requirements have not been invalidated. Regression Testing is an iterative process that ensures the testing baseline is not corrupted.

5. Software Test Plan: This data flow is the result of the Test Plan and Procedures Subsystem. The Test Plan follows the format of Data Item Description DI-MCCR-80014. However, the format shall be flexible enough to readjust as format changes are determined by the user.

6. Test Schedule/Budget: A recommendation from the test strategy viewpoint of where testing emphasis should be placed. An acknowledgment of the impact on testing of schedule, resource, and technical risks attendant to the specific ongoing development. The emphasis is on testing time and the risk effect on testing coverage and the telescoping of any test slippages. The test schedule provides tradeoffs of increased risks (short cuts) to the requirements and quality factors. As Fred Brooks has stated, "More software projects have gone awry for lack of calendar time than for all other causes combined."

7. Test Strategy Report: Recommendation of the testing mix, with percentages for the current testing. This includes code walkthroughs, code reading, document reviews, black box and glass/white box testing, performance testing, etc. The test approach will be delineated for unit, system, integration and acceptance testing. Software build testing status and relationship with all key development milestones will be addressed.

8. Test Planning and Preparation: All the information required, in a "generic" mode, for test running on the subject system testbed. This includes the specific test parameters, environment, procedures and data for a specific test.
9. Test Suspension/Resumption: This dataflow identifies the criteria used to suspend all or a portion of the testing activity. The resumption element specifies the testing activities that must be repeated when testing is resumed -- and any preconditions for resumption.

4.3.3.5.3 Test Procedures

The test procedure development that describes all inputs, outputs for the System testing and produces the Software Test Procedures. Inputs were described as inputs to the Test Development Process. The Output from Test Procedures is:

1. Software Test Procedures: The test procedures that are executed along with the test data, test time, and other input to be run on the target system or testbed system.

4.3.3.6 Testbed/Interface

Testbed/Interface: This process executes the preparation and formatting of all the data required to allow the physical running of tests on the subject development system testbed or the target system if available. This process result may be provided in a machine readable format or through a telecommunication/network type link.

The input to the Testbed/Interface Process was described as an output of the Test Development process the Test Planning and Preparation data flow.

Outputs from Testbed Interface are:

1. Test Data Collection: The total data collection from the subject test. This includes the original test planning and preparation input from the test design subsystem.

2. Test Results: The total results of the subject test, in a machine readable format.
4.3.3.7 Off-The-Shelf Tools Interface

Off-The-Shelf Tools Interface: This interface process allows for the interaction of the EXTEND Testing system and currently developed standard product offerings of Configuration Management, Computer Aided Software Engineering, and schedule/resource management tools.

The input to Off-The-Shelf Tools Interface, the regression test update dataflow, was previously described as an input to the Test Development process.

Outputs from Off-The-Shelf Tools Interface have been previously identified as inputs to the Test Development process and also include:

1. Regression Test Requirement: The CM input including the test version and test build, test data and thread control information.

4.3.3.8 Test Results Analysis

Test Results Analysis: This subsystem (process) compares the test procedure expected test result with the actual test result. It verifies that regression test requirements were included. The results of this analysis provide the feedback to the other subsystem to tune the testing effort.

Inputs to the Test Results Analysis Process are described as outputs of the Off-The-Shelf Tools Interface, Testbed/Interface, Metric Model, and Test Development Processes.

Outputs from Test Results Analysis are:

1. On/Off Schedule Determination: A simple determination of testing proceeding on or off the testing schedule. The determination will be explained with specific problem areas.
2. Software Quality Determination: An analysis of the current development ability to test and verify the dominant quality factors.

3. Improvement Actions: The actions available, with resource and time components, to improve the testing effort.

4. Regression Analysis: A determination that the subject system development integrity has been validated and that the development process has not invalidated the baselined system components.
The following section is a sample transcript from the prototype expert system shell. The purpose is to show the highly user interactive nature available and the level of user assistance resident in the shell. A rephrased question, summary of the current consultation (dialog), partial conclusion's list from the expert system, and the ability to back-up to the previous question are all options available to the user.

An expert system shell was used to assist in prototyping the interactive session of the EXTEND system for user testing data input. The shell is Sonex software written in the MULISP (Soft Warehouse, Inc.) implementation of LISP. The shell models a decision tree structure. The shell uses a modified "If A Then B Else C" rule form.

Results. This initial prototype software testing expert system effort had no architecture and no direction. The prototype development had nothing substantial to relate itself with until a testing architecture had been defined. Therefore, the decision was made to halt this research thrust and continue with expanding the overall architecture displayed in Section 4.3 of this report.
SOFTWARE TESTING ASSISTANT SYSTEM

To evaluate the software project characteristics, design methodology and software reuse factors to access most probable error statistics and define acceptance test criteria.

In using the program you will be asked to answer questions about the existence of various kinds of evidence. Answers to questions can be "Y", "N", or if you don't know, "D". To quit, enter "Q". In addition to supplying answers, you can request information at any time with the following commands:

? -- Print a rephrased version of the question
A -- Access database to assist in answering the question
S -- Print a summary at this point in the consultation
T -- Let's you see EXTEND's partial conclusions
U -- Stops the trace
W -- Show answer to a previous question
B -- Break the consultation and put you in MuLISP

Press RETURN to continue ...
EXTEND SOFTWARE TEST PLAN GENERATOR

project data options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PROJECT-CHARACTERISTICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TEST-PARAMETER-DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SOFTWARE-REUSE-FACTORS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enter number or Q to quit:

The following is intended to recommend test parameter design criteria tailored on your situation

1 -- For which of the following do you have any information:

1) Size of the development
2) Design Methodology
3) Other Factors

Please enter one or more of the preceding numbers

(separated by blanks and terminating with a <CR>)

2

Please think in terms of defining development size as large, medium or small.

2 -- Is this project a small development? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
N
3 -- Is this a medium sized development? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
Y
4 -- Software development type is a Command-Control-Communications-Intelligence C3I system? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
N
5 -- Software development type is a Communications type system? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
N
6 -- Software development type is a Field Artillery type system? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
N
7 -- Software development is an Intelligence/Signal type system? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
Y
8 -- For which of the following do you have any information:

1) Object Oriented Design
2) Yourdon-DeMarco Design
3) Top Down Design
4) Middle Out, Iterative
5) Combination Design

Please enter one or more of the preceding numbers

(separated by blanks and terminating with a <CR>)

3

9 -- Are there other factors, besides size & design Methodology, that effect this development? (Y/N/D/A/S/T/U/W/Q/B/?) :
Y

------------------------
Based on your responses, my evaluation is as follows:

1) Very exacting controls required on SIGINT development

2) Standard design, testing better not be top-down. If testing is also top-down then give special IVV and Govt. personnel attention.

3) Evidence of project to include the requirements of AMC-P 70 -13 and 70 -14

You have established:

4) Size of the development
5) No small development size
6) medium system development
7) No C3I development
8) No comm system development
9) No field Artillery system development
10) SIGINT system development
11) Design Methodology
12) Top Down Design
13) Other Factors
14) Identify other factors

Do you wish to consider another inputs or another topic (Y/N/Q/B/?): N
4.5 Estimate of Architecture Feasibility

The subject of software testing has not been an area of major architecture research of expert systems application. There are multiple probable reasons why this is true. The principle reason is that software testing is not generally considered an end upon itself. The typical software developer looks at software testing as a necessary evil, not an integral part of the system development process. We believe this mentality that testing is only a "drain on development resources" is very pervasive. This negative climate has created the vacuum of significant architecture expert systems work in the software testing domain.

We believe the EXTEND System is feasible, because the system components are feasible. Refering back to Figure 6, the EXTEND Execution Flow, the key components of the system are the separate subsystems, the user interface, and the definition of the testing threads. The EXTEND system consists of the Target Environment, CSCI Analyzer, Metric Model, T Tool, the Test Development Testbed/Interface, Off-the-shelf Tools interface, and Test Results Analysis Subsystems.

The Target Environment is a modest effort that begins the target system definition, and provides default values/conditions and assumptions when the user can't provide specific data. The CSCI analyzer defines the Target System software development structure options and has commonality with the DIOGENES system discussed in the Section 2.0 Other Current Research/Developments. Our implementation will build from DIOGENES lessons learned and may integrate a portion of the DIOGENES system knowledge base/logic structure. The Metric Model subsystem is based upon current work ongoing at the University of Maryland, the TAME (Tailoring and Ada Measurement Environment) system. The EXTEND system development will use germane knowledge base logic and structure from the TAME system.

The T Tool is produced by PEI. The EXTEND development will directly interface and include, the T Tool.

The Test Development Subsystem would provide the EXTEND System final output of the software test description. This component has no direct precedent that we are currently aware of. The Sonex approach was to focus
on the Test Development subsystem for the Phase I SBIR research. This continued decomposition of the test development subsystem has produced a better understanding of the total EXTEND knowledge requirements.

The generic feasibility input-process-output diagram is depicted in Figure 7. The outputs identified in Figure 7 are now discussed in terms of the EXTEND system architecture.

**Identification of most probable error statistics:** This will be accomplished within the Metric Models subsystem of the EXTEND architecture. This data will be based upon the research provided in the University of Maryland TAME project. This measurement and evaluation environment will provide probable error statistics. Based upon user input, target environment, and CSCI analysis user inputs or default values, the conditions will be generated. These values will be passed to the T Tool and Test Development Subsystem, and the default conditions and assumptions provided in the software test description appendix of assumptions and constraints. This feature will be implemented in the Phase II SBIR development.

**Definition of Acceptance Test Criteria:** The design of the acceptance testing at the CSCI level shall be the major focus of the EXTEND System Phase II development. The software test description that is generated, the experts contacted and the knowledge extracted will focus on the CSCI Acceptance level testing.

**Integration Plan:** This will be partially implemented through the resultant software test description and constraints. The effect of different user inputs and the resultant generation of default values will provide an ability to compare integration plan strategy results as depicted within the software test description, and the captured experience of experts.

**Identification of multiple Test Strategies:** This will be partially implemented in the Phase II SBIR EXTEND development through the software test description product. The different user inputs, and the built-in default conditions and strategies will be executed. The criteria and conditions that identified a specific strategy will be captured in the software test description appendix of assumptions and constraints.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions fall into two categories, conclusions on testing and conclusions on knowledge based system development.

Testing. The problem definition stage of this research was the hardest task. We believe the testing field is very splintered, but generally accepted engineering principles do exist. The practitioners in the testing domain are artisans who do what they do because it has worked before. These testers find it hard to explain why. The testing domain uses reasoning by analogy to a great extent. There seems to be global commonality of overall testing approaches. Certain truths are acknowledged as discussed in Section 4.1.6 Results of literature reviews and state of the art survey. However, an architecture to tie the testing and control functions together in the software development process, is missing.

Knowledge Based Systems. Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems have been the focus of much recent activity. There is value in the knowledge based system development -- but it is a difficult process to implement. There are two major hurdles in knowledge based system development: The scope definition and the expert knowledge extraction problems. We have addressed the execution of testing from a global point-of-view. Our approach for addressing the knowledge based development is as follows:

1. We have identified the key component of testing, and labeled it the Test Development process in the EXTEND architecture.

2. Address first and further define a well understood smaller segment of the Test Development process, the Test Plan subprocess.

3. Define the environment for the Test Plan subprocess.

4. Structure the environment through the use of logic trees, Data Flow Diagrams, and other techniques.
5. Identify one very senior testing expert to critique the representation of the Test Plan subprocess.

6. Iterate the above approach until all the subprocess facets have been addressed.

7. Continue to refine the detail in the logic trees and other representations with detailed domain facts from testing experts.

8. Identify the voids and inconsistencies in the compiled knowledge.

9. Identify the "best" or most knowledgeable expert to fill the identified voids in the testing knowledge.

10. Execute all the above activities in parallel with user interface prototyping.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS:

The findings of the Phase I effort justify the recommendation that the EXTEND system be implemented as a Phase II of the current SBIR program. The recommended approach includes:

- Implementation of a full scale knowledge engineering effort to develop a prototype based on the Test Plan subsystem.
- Focus of the implementation on the key testing issues, for example, metrics, test strategies, and automation assistance.
- Interface with the T Tool and other CASE tools to capitalize on off-the-shelf and ongoing development efforts.
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ABSTRACT: (U) Shortcomings in the ability of the armed
services to maintain sophisticated equipment are
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personnel resources, and warfare scenarios are expected
to aggravate the situation. In view of policies regarding
integrated diagnostics and a reduced reliance on paper
based documentation, the concept of an interactive,
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field demonstration, and analysis of lessons learned.
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diagnostics, knowledge engineering costs, user interfaces,
and the integration of training and job aiding. The term
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(U) Evidential Reasoning in Expert Systems for Image Analysis.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Final technical rept. Jun-Dec 84.
FEB 85 98P
PERSONAL AUTHORS: Thompson, T. R.;
CONTRACT NO. DACA72-84-C-0006
MONITOR: ETL 0381

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This report documents efforts to understand approaches to evidential reasoning of use in application of expert-system or knowledge-based-system techniques to image analysis (IA). There is growing evidence that these techniques offer significant improvements in image analysis, particularly in the coordinated application of specialized algorithms. This effort has four principal goals: (1) to clarify the basic issues in evidential reasoning (ER), (2) to provide a common framework for analysis, (3) to structure the ER process for major expert-system tasks in image analysis, and (4) to identify promising directions for further research. This research was carried out in three major segments. The first segment structured the evidential reasoning problem in a formal paradigm robust enough to be of practical use in design and construction of expert systems. It then formulated six important theoretical approaches in a parallel fashion in order to identify key assumptions, similarities, and differences. The second segment applied each of the ER approaches to three important tasks for expert systems in the domain of image analysis. This segment concluded with an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. The third segment addressed promising directions for further research. It reviewed current results and identified important questions bearing on successful application of expert-system technology to image analysis.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *COMPUTER PROGRAMS, *IMAGE PROCESSING, *REASONING, ALGORITHMS, CONSTRUCTION, TEST AND EVALUATION,
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MARYLAND UNIV  COLLEGE PARK DEPT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

(U) A Small Contribution to Editing with a Syntax Directed Editor,
MAY 84 9P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Zeikowitz, M. V.;

CONTACT NO.  F49620-83-K-0018

PROJECT NO.  2304

TASK NO.  A2

MONITOR: AFOSR
TR-84-0835

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT


Reprint: A Small Contribution to Editing with a Syntax Directed Editor.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Syntax, *Editing, *Artificial Intelligence, Error detection codes, Debugging(Computers), Translations, Text processing, Grammars, Semantics, Programming languages, Computer programming, Reprints

IDENTIFIERS: (U) *Syntax directed editor, SUPPORT(Still Unnamed Production Programming Oriented Research Tool), PEB1102F, WUAF0SR2304AZ
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UNCLASSIFIED  PAGE 8  056100
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: See also Progress rept. no. 18, AD-A127 586.

ABSTRACT: (U) This report summarizes the research performed at the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science from July 1, 1981 through June 30, 1982. The contents include: Computer Systems and Communications; Computer Systems Structures; Educational Computing Group; Functional Languages and Architecture Group; Information Mechanisms; Message Passing Semantics; Office Automation; Programming Methodology; Programming Technology; Real Time Systems; Systematic Program Development.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Computer architecture, Computer communications, Computer programming, Computers, Minicomputers, Multiprocessors, Methodology, Semantics, Real time, Network flows, Network analysis (management), Debugging (computers), Man computer interface, Programming Languages, Information processing, Artificial intelligence, Data bases, Data management, Reports

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Office automations, Computer science

ABSTRACT: (U) This report describes a simplifier for use in program manipulation and verification. The simplifier finds a normal form for any expression over the language consisting of individual variables, the usual boolean connectives, equality, the conditional function cond (denoting if-then-else), the numerals, the arithmetic functions and predicates +, - and <>, the LISP constants, functions and predicates nil, car, cdr, cons and atom, the functions store and select for storing into and selecting from arrays, and uninterpreted function symbols. Individual variables range over the union of the reals, the set of arrays, LISP list structure and the booleans true and false. The simplifier is complete; that is, it simplifies every valid formula to true. Thus it is also a decision procedure for the quantifier-free theory of reals, arrays and list structure under the above

- functional and predicates. The organization of the simplifier is based on a method for combining decision procedures for several theories into a single decision procedure for a theory combining the original theories. More precisely, given a set S of functions and predicates over a fixed domain, a satisfiability program for S is a program which determines the satisfiability of conjunctions of literals (signed atomic formulas) whose predicate and function symbols are in S. We give a general procedure for combining satisfiability programs for sets S and T into a single satisfiability program for S U T given certain conditions on S and T. The simplifier described in this paper is currently used in the Stanford Pascal verifier.
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KESTREL INST  PALO ALTO CA

(U) Report on a Knowledge-Based Software Assistant.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Final technical rept. Jun 82-Jun 83,
AUG 83 78P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Green, C.; Luckham, D.; Balzer, R.;
Cheatm, T.; Rich, C.

CONTRACT NO. F30602-81-C-0206

PROJECT NO. 5581

TASK NO. 19

MONITOR: RADC
TR-83-195

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This report presents a knowledge-based,
life-cycle paradigm for the development, evolution, and
maintenance of large software projects. To resolve
current software development and maintenance problems,
this paradigm introduces a fundamental change in the
software life cycle - maintenance and evolution occur by
modifying the specifications and then redrawing the
implementation rather than attempting to directly modify
the optimized implementation. It also describes a
knowledge-based software assistant (KBSA) that provides
for the capture of, and reasoning about, software
activities to support this new paradigm. This KBSA will
provide a corporate memory of the development history and
act throughout the life cycle as a knowledgeable software
assistant to the human involved (e.g., the developers,
maintainers, project managers, and end-users). The report
presents descriptions for several of the facets (areas of
expertise) of the software assistant including
requirements, specification validation, performance
analysis, development, testing, documentations, and
project management. This report also presents a plan for
the development of the KBSA, along with a description of
the necessary supporting technology.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Artificial intelligence, *Systems
ingeering, *Computer aided design, *Computer programs,
Automatic programming, Maintainability, Life cycles, Life expectancy\(\text{service life}\), Specifications, Requirements, Decision making, Problem solving, Computer program reliability, Computer program documentation, Computer program verification

IDENTIFIERS: (U) *Expert systems, *KBSA(Knowledge Based Software Assistant), Computer assisted paradigms, Paradigms, PE61102F, PE62702F, WURADC558119P5

IAC NO. MT-000875

IAC DOCUMENT TYPE: MIAC - HARD COPY --


ABSTRACT: (U) Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques offer one possible avenue toward new CAD tools to handle the complexities of VLSI. This paper summarizes the experience of the Rutgers AI/VLSI group in exploring applications of AI to VLSI design over the past few years. In particular, it summarizes our experience in developing REDESIGN, a knowledge-based system for providing interactive aid in the functional redesign of digital circuits. Given a desired change to the function of a circuit, REDESIGN combines rule-based knowledge of design tactics with its ability to analyze signal propagation through circuits, in order to (1) help the user focus on an appropriate portion of the circuit to redesign, (2) suggest local redesign alternatives, and (3) determine side effects of possible redesigns. We also summarize our more recent research toward constructing a knowledge-based system for VLSI design and a system for chip debugging, both based on extending the techniques used by the REDESIGN system. (Author)


IDENTIFIERS: (U) Knowledge based systems, 6574 memories, VLSI(Very Large Scale Integration), 74165 shift resistors, Redesign computer program, Slice indices, 74175 latches, Character slices, Vexed computer program
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(U) PROUST: Knowledge-Based Program Understanding.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Technical rept.,

AUG 83 35P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Johnson, W. Lewis;Soloway, Elliot;

REPORT NO. YALEU/DCS/RR-285

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This paper describes a program called PROUST which does on-line analysis and understanding of Pascal programs written by novice programmers. PROUST takes as input a program and a non-algorithm description of the program requirements, and finds the most likely mapping between the requirements and the code. This mapping is in essence a reconstruction of the design and implementation steps that the programmer went through in writing the program. A knowledge base of programming plans and strategies, together with common bugs associated with them, is used in constructing this mapping. Bugs are discovered in the process of relating plans to the code; PROUST can therefore give deep explanations of program bugs by relating the buggy code to its underlying intentions. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computer programs, *Debugging(Computers), *Computer programming, Planning, Artificial intelligence, Requirements, Mapping, Goal programming, Decomposition, On line systems

IDENTIFIERS: (U) PROUST computer program, Expert systems, WUNR154492
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DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Research note,

SEP 82 66P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Leal, Antonio

REPORT NO. ISC-345-3

PROJECT NO. N00014-82-K-0714

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) The main objective of this program is to construct a flexible testbed for the evaluation of the effectiveness of computer-based expert systems in military training and planning. The technical approach consists of simulating the characteristics of expert systems in a game-like environment. Such characteristics include friendly system user interaction, system explanations of rationale about decision recommendations, an ability to make relevant suggestions and comments about situation assessments and about plans proposed by the user, and the use of high-level strategic concepts and terminology. The required software for such a program includes a game environment simulator called the Scenario Generator, a simulated expert system for the game called the Expert Aid, an Optimality Algorithm for computing the best decisions in any situation, and an Evaluation Module for recording execution histories and performance parameters. The expert system will monitor the progress of the game and can be interrogated as the user sees fit. A facility will also be provided for evaluating the user's performance under different modes of consultation with the expert system.


AD-A133 080

UNCLASSIFIED
ABSTRACT: (U) This paper presents work in progress towards a program development and maintenance aid called the Intelligent Program Editor (IPE), which applies artificial intelligence techniques to the task of manipulating and analyzing programs. The IPE is a knowledge-based tool: it gains its power by explicitly representing textual, syntactic, and many of the semantic (meaning related) and pragmatic (application oriented) structures in programs. To demonstrate this approach, the authors implemented a subset of this knowledge base, and a search mechanism called the Program Reference Language (PRL), which is able to locate portions of programs based on a description provided by a user. This work is an applied research effort. It was motivated by issues discovered during a study of software maintenance problems in the Air Force, and is intended to be moved into application within seven years.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Computer programs, Computer programming, Editing, Artificial intelligence, Data bases, Systems analysis, Text processing, Syntax, Semantics, Subroutines, Programming languages, Computer program documentation, Data management, Computer program verification, Models, Computer program reliability.
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*Military applications, Operational effectiveness, War games, Scenarios, Generators, Military planning, Military training, Game theory, Computer programs, Test beds
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ADVANCED INFORMATION AND DECISION SYSTEMS MOUNTAIN VIEW CA

(U) The Intelligent Program Editor: A Knowledge Based System for Supporting Program and Documentation Maintenance.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Technical rept., Mar '83 9P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Shapior, Daniel G.;McCune, Brian P.

CONTRACT NO. F49620-81-C-0067

PROJECT NO. 2304

TASK NO. A2

MONITOR: AFOSR
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UNCLASSIFIED
A Simple Model of Circuit Design

MASSACHUSETTS INST OF TECH CAMBRIDGE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LAB

(U) A Simple Model of Circuit Design.

 DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Technical rept.

 PERSONAL AUTHORS: Roylance, Gerald Lafael

 REPORT NO. AI-TR-703

 CONTRACT NO. N00014-80-C-0505, N00014-80-C-0622

 UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) A simple analog circuit designer has been implemented as a rule based system. The system can design voltage followers, Miller integrators, and bootstrap ramp generators from functional descriptions of what these circuits do. While the designer works in a simple domain where all components are ideal, it demonstrates the abilities of skilled designers. While the domain is electronics, the design ideas are useful in many other engineering domains, such as mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, and numerical programming. Most circuit design systems are given the circuit schematic and use arithmetic constraints to select components values. This circuit designer is different because it designs the schematic. The designer uses a unidirectional CONTROL relation to find the schematic. The circuit designs are built around this relation: it restricts the search space, assigns purposes to components, and finds design bugs.

 DESCRIPTORS: (U) Computer aided design, Models, Circuits, Analog systems, Automation, Artificial intelligence, Ramps, Generators, Schematic diagrams, Debugging(Computers), Feedback, Value engineering

 IDENTIFIERS: (U) Expert systems, Circuit design, KCL(Kirchoff's Current Law)
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(U) Theoretical Foundations of Software Technology.

DESCRIPTION\NOTE: Final scientific rept. 1 Jul 79-30 Sep 82.

FEB 83 133P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Chandrasekaran, B.; White, Lee J.; Buttelnann, H. W.;

CONTRACT NO. F49620-79-C-0152

PROJECT NO. 2304

TASK NO. A2

MONITOR: AFOSR
TR-83-0333

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: Continuation of Grants AFOSR-77-3416
and AFOSR-75-2811

ABSTRACT: (U) This is the final scientific report of
research performed under the contract in various aspects
of software technology. The research efforts can be
categorized under three topics: computer program testing,
knowledge-based systems for program construction, and
theory of translator generation. In the first category
researchers describe a number of research results
relating to various aspects of domain testing strategy
and integration testing of modules. In the second
category, researchers describe a program called LLULL,
which understands programming problems stated in natural
language in the domain of checking accounts, and produces
PASCAL programs for them. In addition, researchers
describe several projects in knowledge organization and
problem solving. In the last category, researchers
describe a research effort that focused on obtaining
theoretical results on the complexity of translator
generation from one language to another.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computer programs, *Test and evaluation, *Translators, Natural language, Problem
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solving, Diagnosis(General), Reasoning,
Modules(Electronics), Integration, Computer programming,
Artificial intelligence
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CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV PITTSBURGH PA ROBOTICS INST
(U) KBS: An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Flexible Simulation.
SEP 82 36P
PERSONAL AUTHORS: Reddy, Y. V.; Fox, Mark S.;
REPORT NO. CMU-RI-TR-82-1
UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This report describes KBS, a Knowledge-Based simulation system. The report describes the use of SRL, an AI-based knowledge representation system for modeling (e.g., factory organizations), and its interpretation of discrete simulations. KBS provides facilities for interactive model creation and alteration, simulation monitoring and control, graphics display, and selective instrumentation. It also allows the user to define and simulate a system at different levels of abstraction, and to check the completeness and consistency of a model, hence reducing model debugging time. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computerized simulation, *Artificial intelligence, Computer architecture, Programming languages, Libraries, Circuit boards, Monitoring, Display systems, Interactive graphics, Instrumentation, Debugging (Computers)

IDENTIFIERS: (U) *Knowledge representation, KBS (Knowledge Based Simulation)
IAC NO. MT-000987
IAC DOCUMENT TYPE: MTIAC - HARD COPY --

IAC SUBJECT TERMS: T—(U) Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Based Systems, Simulation, Programming Languages, /Code T;
ABSTRACT: (U) Search, especially tree search, is fundamental to the field of artificial intelligence. Even with good heuristic functions, the time it takes on a single processor to solve progressively more difficult tree search problems grows exponentially and quickly becomes constraining. It seems reasonable that the use of concurrency should significantly improve the speed of a tree search. After discussing concurrent programming issues as background, this thesis outlines some high-level approaches to concurrent tree search. Development of each high-level approach includes development of required operating system interfaces. With the warning that choosing the best approach requires empirical evaluation, a concurrent tree search algorithm for the eight-puzzle is presented. (Author)


IDENTIFIERS: (U) Tree information retrieval, Tree search, Decision trees

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This Note summarizes the commands of the ROSS language. ROSS is an object-oriented programming language currently being developed at Rand. The goal of ROSS is to provide a programming environment in which users can conveniently design, test and change large knowledge-based simulations of complex mechanisms. Object-oriented programming languages, and ROSS in particular, enforce a 'message-passing' style of programming in which the system to be modeled is represented as a set of actors and their behaviors (rules for actor interaction). This style is especially suited to simulation, since the mechanism or process to be simulated may have a part-whole decomposition that maps naturally onto actors. The first section of this Note gives an overall view of the language and the philosophy behind object-oriented programming. The next eleven sections give detailed descriptions of the basic commands or behaviors of the language. The last two sections give advice on how to write English-like code in ROSS and how to optimize code, once debugged. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Simulation languages, *Programming manuals, *Artificial intelligence, Message processing, Computerized simulation, Batches, Coding, English language, User needs, Optimization, Debugging(Computers)

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Object oriented programming language, Ross programming language
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(U) An Approach to Verifying Completeness and Consistency in a Rule-Based Expert System.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Technical rept.,
AUG 82 26P
PERSONAL AUTHORS: Suwa,Motol ;Scott,A. Carlisle ; Shortliffe.Edward H. ;
REPORT NO. STAN-CS-82-922
CONTRACT NO. N00014-81-K-0004, NSF-MCS79-03735


ABSTRACT: (U) We describe a program for verifying that a set of rules in an expert system comprehensively spans the knowledge of a specialized domain. The program has been devised and tested within the context of the ONCOCIN System, a rule-based consultant for clinical oncology. The stylized format of ONCOCIN's rules has allowed the automatic detection of a number of common errors as the knowledge base has been developed. This capability suggests a general mechanism for correcting many problems with knowledge base completeness and consistency before they can cause performance errors.


IDENTIFIERS: (U) Knowledge base, ONCOCIN system
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(U) Design of an Intelligent Program Editor.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Final technical rept. 1 Jan-31 Jul 82,
SEP 82 108P
PERSONAL AUTHORS: Shapiro,Daniel G. ;McCune,Brian P. ; Wilson,Gerald A. ;
REPORT NO. AI/DS-TR-3023-1
CONTRACT NO. N00014-82-C-0119

ABSTRACT: (U) This report discusses results of a project to develop a functional design for and assess the feasibility of an intelligent program editor for ADA and other programming languages. The editor will support program development and maintenance activities by providing advanced techniques for searching through programs, manipulating programs, analyzing programs for potential errors and good style, and maintaining structured documentation. These techniques are based on knowledge-based systems technology from the field of artificial intelligence. Feasibility of the program editor is demonstrated by a functional design and an initial implementation of the multiple knowledge bases representing a small program and a search (query) mechanism that uses them. The use of such an editor implies significant benefits for programmer productivity, program reliability, and life-cycle costs. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Artificial intelligence, *Computer programs, *Editing, Programming languages, Error analysis, Searching, Computer program documentation, Systems analysis, Semantics, Debugging(Computers), Maintenance, Human factors engineering, Man computer interface, Input output processing, Models, Data management, Data bases, Syntax, Computers, Operational effectiveness, Cost effectiveness
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PERSONAL AUTHORS: Loveland, D. W.
CONTRACT NO.  AFOSR-81-0221
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UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) Research that has resulted in completed
codes for a number of (1) optimality of search procedures
(decision trees) in binary testing; (2) a study of
signature table representation for evaluation functions
and methods for dynamically improving function accuracy;
(3) pruning minimax trees that have been adapted to
incorporate moves determined by chance; and (4) the
search problem in automated program construction.
PRELIMINARY results have been obtained in research on (a)
optimizing limited resource to guide otherwise random
search; (b) studying search strategies in two-person
games when information is partly concealed; and (c)
limiting search in debugging rule sets in one type of
expert knowledge system. Other investigations are in
progress. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Algorithms, *Searching, Problem
solving, Decision making, Optimization, Strategy,
Debugging (Computers), Minimax technique, Trees, Accuracy

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Expert systems, PEB1102F, WUAFOSR2304A2
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(U) Computer Simulated Visual and Tactile Feedback as an
Aid to Manipulator and Vehicle Control,
MAY 81  138P
PERSONAL AUTHORS: Winy, Calvin McCoy, III
CONTRACT NO.  N00014-77-C-0258

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) A computer graphic simulation of a seven
degree-of-freedom slave manipulator controlled by an
actual master was developed. An electronically coupled
E-2 manipulator had previously been interfaced to a PDP-11/
34 by K. Tanii, allowing the computer to sense and control
each degree of freedom independently. The simulated
manipulator was capable of moving an arbitrary shaped
object and sensing a force in an arbitrary direction with
no actual object or force existing. The simulated
manipulator could also be attached to a simulated vehicle
able to move with six degrees-of-freedom. The
vehicle simulation is currently being used in conjunction
with dynamic simulations developed by H. Kazerooni to
test different types of dynamic controllers for
submarines. Shadows, multiple views and proximity
indicators were evaluated to determine their
effectiveness in giving depth information. The results
indicated that these aids are useful. Subjects felt that
shadows gave the best perception of the environment, but
found isometric views easiest to use on the tasks
performed. This type of simulation appears to be
realistic and adaptable to a multitude of applications.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Man machine systems, *Man computer
interface, *Computerized simulation, *Computer graphics,
*Artificial intelligence, *Manipulators, Vehicles,
Degree of freedom, Feedback, Operators (personnel),
Shadows, Depth Indicators, Submarines simulators,
Teleoperators, Test and evaluation, Computer programs,
Control systems, Interfaces, Proximity devices, Touch,
Visual perception
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(U) Seeing What Your Programs are Doing.

FEB 82 41P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Lieberman, Henry

REPORT NO. AI-M-656

CONTRACT NO. N00014-75-C-0522, N00014-80-C-0505

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) An important skill in programming is being able to visualize the operation of procedures, both for constructing programs and debugging them. TINKER is a programming environment for Lisp that enables the programmer to 'see what the program is doing' while the program is being constructed, by displaying the result of each step in the program on representative examples. To help the reader visualize the operation of Tinker itself.

(Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computer program verification, *Visual perception, *Computer graphics, *Screen (Displays), Artificial intelligence, Interactions, Debugging (Computers), Test and evaluation

IDENTIFIERS: (U) TINKER programming environment, Lisp programming language, Example based programming, Program testing
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(U) Codification of Program Synthesis Knowledge for Concurrent Programs - Year II.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Final rept. 1 Jul 78-30 Sep 81.

SEP 81 16P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Chapiro, Daniel

REPORT NO. SCI-ICS-L-81-1

CONTRACT NO. F49620-79-C-0137
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ABSTRACT: (U) This report is the final report of our research project on the codification of concurrent programming knowledge. The general goal of research in this area is to codify programming knowledge and to create programming systems that employ this knowledge to assist in various programming activities including specification, synthesis, modification, debugging, and maintenance. The aim is to produce knowledge-based design tools to help with problems in this area. This paper primarily raises some questions that must be addressed in a study of a more focused area, namely that of generation of concurrent microcode. We first introduce a basic parallelism operator. The intent is to refine parallel programs specified using this operator into microcode. We discuss briefly how the hardware architecture affects the level of parallelism exploited in the microcode. Then we discuss issues in the automatic generation of compact yet fast microcode. Some advantages of microcode programming by refinement of high-level specifications are brought up, namely exploiting high-level parallelism, and assurance of correctness of the resulting code. The refinement paradigm requires intermediate level constructs and search for efficient implementations, which are discussed. An example is devised to see if macroparallelism in the
High level specification is carried over in the microcode.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Artificial intelligence, Computer programming, Parallel processing, Computer aided design, Data bases, Methodology, Debugging (Computers), Maintainability, Dual mode, Synthesis, Microprocessors, Computer architecture

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Concurrent programming, Programming environments, PEG 1102F, WIAFOSR2304A2

ABSTRACT: (U) The work reported here lies in the area of overlap between artificial intelligence and software engineering. As research in artificial intelligence, it is a step towards a model of problem solving in the domain of programming. In particular, this work focuses on the routine aspects of programming which involve the application of previous experience with similar programs. I call this programming by inspection. Programming is viewed here as a kind of engineering activity. Analysis and synthesis by inspection are a prominent part of expert problem solving in many other engineering disciplines, such as electrical and mechanical engineering. The notion of inspection methods in programming developed in this work is motivated by similar notions in other areas of engineering. This report concentrates on the knowledge base of the programmer's apprentice, which is in the form of a taxonomy of commonly used algorithms and data structures. To the extent that a programmer is able to construct and manipulate programs in terms of the forms in such a taxonomy, he may relieve himself of many details and generally raise the conceptual level of his interaction with the system, as compared with present day programming environments. Also, since it is practical to expend a great deal of effort pre-analyzing the entries in a library, the difficulty of verifying the correctness of programs constructed this way is correspondingly reduced. The feasibility of this approach is demonstrated by the...
UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED REPORT


ABSTRACT: (U) THE DEDUCTIVE APPROACH IS A FORMAL PROGRAM-CONSTRUCTION METHOD IN WHICH THE DERIVATION OF A PROGRAM FROM A GIVEN SPECIFICATION IS REGARDED AS A THEOREM-PROVING TASK. To construct a program whose output satisfies the conditions of the specification, we prove a theorem stating the existence of such an output. The proof is restricted to be sufficiently constructible so that a program computing the desired output can be extracted directly from the proof. The program we obtain is applicable and may consist of several mutually recursive procedures. The proof constitutes a demonstration of the correctness of this program. To exhibit the full power of the deductive approach, we apply it to a nontrivial example -- the synthesis of a unification algorithm. Unification is the process of finding a common instance of two expressions. Algorithms to perform unification have been central to many theorem-proving systems and some programming-language processors. The task of deriving a unification algorithm automatically is beyond the power of existing program-synthesis systems. In this paper, we use the deductive approach to derive an algorithm from a simple, high-level specification of the unification task. We will identify some of the capabilities required of a theorem-proving system to perform this derivation automatically. (Author)
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AUG 81 121P

PERSONAL AUTHORS Green, Cordell.
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UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT DU The object of our research is the codification of programming knowledge and the creation of computer systems that incorporate this knowledge that assist in the various activities of programming. We have designed and implemented the CHI knowledge based programming system including the 'V' wide spectrum language for expressing both programming knowledge and program specifications. CHI has been used to synthesize several programs including parts of itself. We are extending the uses of the knowledge base to provide intelligent tools for environment to support not only program synthesis but program acquisition, modification, debugging and maintenance. Another aspect of our research is called Algorithm Design. This project emphasizes tools to assist in the more creative aspects of the creation of new algorithms. We have formalized a set of methods primarily focused upon the incorporation of operations into generators that seem to be a very powerful set of tools in deriving good and difficult algorithms. We have implemented some of these methods in CHI and include a discussion of the derivations in this report.

DESCRIPTORS DU Computer programming, Artificial Intelligence, Computer aided design, Algorithms, Data bases, Debugging, Computers, Maintainability, Dynamic programming, Data management, Methodology, Computer program documentation, Environments.

IDENTIFIERS DU CHI, computer program, LPN ARPA Order-164, LPN ARPA Order-1828.
ABSTRACT (U) This paper is concerned with adding knowledge to a data base management system and suggests two appropriate mechanisms, namely hypothetical data bases (HDB's) and experts. Herein we indicate the need for HDB's and define the extensions that are needed to a data base system to support HDB's. In addition we suggest that the notion of experts is an appropriate way to add semantic knowledge to a data base system. Unlike most other proposals which extend an underlying data model to capture more meaning, our proposal does not require extensions to the schema. Moreover, the DBMS does not even have to know how an expert functions. In this paper we define an expert and indicate how it would be added to one existing data base system. (Author)

ABSTRACT (U) We believe that software engineering has much to learn from other mature engineering disciplines, such as electrical engineering, and that the problem solving behaviors of engineers in different disciplines have many similarities. Three key ideas in current artificial intelligence theories of engineering problem solving are: Abstraction -- using a simplified view of the problem to guide the problem solving process; inspection -- problem solving by recognizing the form of a solution. Debugging -- incremental modification of an almost satisfactory solution to a more satisfactory one. These three techniques are typically used together in a paradigm which we call AID (for Abstraction, Inspection, Debugging). First an abstract model of the problem is constructed in which some important details are intentionally omitted. In this simplified view inspection methods are more likely to succeed, yielding the initial form of a solution. Further details of the problem are then added one at a time with corresponding incremental modifications to the solution. This paper states the goals and milestones of the remaining three years of a five year research project to study the fundamental principles underlying the design and construction of large software systems and to demonstrate the feasibility of a computer aided design tool for this purpose, called the programmers apprentice. (Author)
STAMMER2 (System for Tactical Assessment of Multisource Messages, Even Radar) is an experimental program created as part of an investigation into methods of correlating information in the naval environment. This thesis is an exploration into the application of artificial intelligence to the tactical situation assessment problem and into various evaluation methodologies for STAMMER2. Included is an overview of one of these experiments, using the facilities of the Naval Postgraduate School Command, Control and Communications Laboratory and the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego. (Author)

ABSTRACT: (U) STAMMER2 (System for Tactical Assessment of Multisource Messages, Even Radar) is an experimental program created as part of an investigation into methods of correlating information in the naval environment. This thesis is an exploration into the application of artificial intelligence to the tactical situation assessment problem and into various evaluation methodologies for STAMMER2. Included is an overview of one of these experiments, using the facilities of the Naval Postgraduate School Command, Control and Communications Laboratory and the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego. (Author)


IDENTIFIERS: (U) TSA(Tactical Situation Assessment), STAMMER2 computer program, STAMMER(System for Tactical Assessment of Multisource Messages Even Radar), Deductive reasoning
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(U) An Analysis of Proximity-Detection and Other Algorithms in the ROSS Simulator.

DESCRIPTION NOTE: Interim rept., MAR 81 48P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Faught, William S.; Klahr, Philip

REPORT NO. RAND/N-1587-AF

CONTRACT NO. F49620-77-C-0023

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This report summarizes the mechanisms by which the ROSS simulator computes interactions (collisions and proximities) between objects. ROSS simulates an air penetration scenario and is being developed to research techniques for improving large-scale simulation. The basic algorithm is analyzed in detail to determine its feasibility in the context of large numbers of objects, and to determine where improvements in speed can occur. (Author)


IDENTIFIERS: (U) ROSS computer programs, Proximity detection

AD-A099 174

UNCLASSIFIED SEARCH CONTROL NO. 056100

*AD-A097 037  9/2  17/2

NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER SAN DIEGO CA

(U) Command, Control and Communications (C3) Systems Model and Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs).

DESCRIPTION NOTE: Technical rept. Jul-Sep 80, OCT 80 30P

*PERSONAL AUTHORS: Harmon, S. Y.; Brandenburg, R. L.

REPORT NO. NOSC/TR-598

PROJECT NO. X0738-CC

TASK NO. X0738-CC

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) The logical structure of a new comprehensive C3 system model which is independent of national origin and tactical situation and which forms the basis for development of a computer simulation for analysis of C3 systems performance is introduced. Three classes of C3 MOEs which when taken together completely describe all the critical elements of C3 system's performance are also introduced. One of these MOE classes (i.e., the MU class) includes most of the MOEs which have been proposed and utilized previously. In addition, two other classes are proposed which include a measure of the effects of information consistency (i.e., the ALPHA-BETA class) as well as a completely new class of MOEs describing the knowledge differences between the elements of a force and between two opposing forces (i.e., the DELTA-K class). Each of these classes of MOEs has both local and global interpretations which permit the evaluation of the component parts of a C3 system as well as of the performance of the C3 system as a whole. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Command and control systems, *Computerized simulation, Test and evaluation, Artificial intelligence, Tactical communications, Tactical data systems, Data transmission systems, Network flows, Nodes, Communications networks, Decision making, Computer programming, Data acquisition, Input output processing, Computer logic, Data bases

IDENTIFIERS: (U) *CE (Command Control and Communications).

AD-A097 037

UNCLASSIFIED PAGE 24 056100
ABSTRACT: (U) Tinker is an experimental interactive programming system which integrates program testing with program design. New procedures are created by working out the steps of the procedure in concrete situations. Tinker displays the results of each step as it is performed, and constructs a procedure for the general case from sample calculations. The user communicates with Tinker mostly by selecting operations from menus on an interactive graphic display rather than by typing commands. This paper presents a demonstration of our current implementation of Tinker (Author).

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Computer programming, Man computer interface, Computer program verification, Computer program documentation, Interactive graphics, Interactions, Computer program reliability, Artificial intelligence, User needs, Instruction manuals, Computations, Dynamic programming

IDENTIFIERS (U) Interactive computer system, LISP programming language, TINKER computer program
ABSTRACT: (U) This manual documents the use and simple customization of the display editor EMACS with the ITS operating system. The reader is not expected to be a programmer. Even simple customizations do not require programming skills, but the user who is not interested in customizing can ignore the scattered customization hints. This is primarily a reference manual, but can also be used as a primer. (Author)

DESCRIPTIONS: (U) Text processing, Dynamic programming, Display systems, Data displays, Computer program documentation, Instruction manuals, User needs, Control systems, Self operation, Artificial intelligence, Real time, Specifications, Debugging, Computers, Computer programming, Computer files

IDENTIFIERS: (U) ITS operating system, Emacs display editor

ABSTRACT: (U) This memorandum reports on a partially implemented interactive computer aided design tool for software engineering. A distinguishing characteristic of this project is its concern for the evolutionary character of software systems. It draws a distinction between algorithms and systems, centering its attention on support for the system designer. Although verification has played a large role in recent research, this perspective suggests that the complexity and evolutionary nature of software systems require a number of additional techniques. Managing complexity is a fundamental issue in all engineering disciplines. The authors identify three major techniques used in mature engineering fields which seem applicable to the engineering of software systems: incremental modelling, multiple and almost hierarchical decomposition, and analysis by inspection. Along these lines they have (1) Constructed a plan library to aid in analysis by inspection (the analysis of a plan based on identifying standard algorithms and methods in it), (2) Identified a small set of plan building methods which can be used to decompose a software system into loosely coupled subsystems, (3) Developed the technique of temporal abstraction which makes it possible to model a program from a viewpoint which clearly separates the actions of generations and consumers of data, and (4) Developed a dependency based reasoning system uniquely suited to incremental and evolutionary program analysis. These methods are substantially independent and have been applied to programs.
UNCLASSIFIED
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written in several commonly used languages

DESCRIP'TORS: (U) Computer aided design, Computer programming, Artificial intelligence, Algorithms, Decomposition, Computer program verification, Computer logic, Flow charting, Interactions, Automatic programming, Problem solving

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Structured programming
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PERSONAL AUTHORS: Winston, Patrick H.; Brown, Richard H.:.
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UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: See also Volume 2, AD A069 839

ABSTRACT: (U) This two volume collection was assembled to introduce advanced topics in Artificial Intelligence and to characterize the MIT point of view. With this in mind, the selected contributions are meant to be representative of either the research area explored or the methodology employed. Some of the shorter selections appear in full in order to convey a feeling for the detail and precision required in implementing working programs. Usually, however, length considerations have forced considerable abridgment. This necessarily means that the sections often describe what can be done but not much about how. With one exception, all of the sections originally appeared as publications of the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Volume I includes reports on the general topics of: Expert Problem Solving, Natural Language Understanding and Intelligent Computer Coaches; and Representation and Learning.

DESCRIP'TORS: (U) Artificial intelligence, Problem solving, Natural language, Information processing, Computer applications, Learning machines, Man computer interface, Reasoning, Learning, Pattern recognition, Computer programming, Information transfer, Debugging (Computers)
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REPORT NO. AI-TR-362

CONTRACT NO. N00014-70-A-0362-0003

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This report investigates some techniques appropriate to representing the knowledge necessary for understanding a class of electronic machines -- radio receivers. A computational performance model 'WATSON' is presented. WATSON's task is to isolate failures in radio receivers whose principles of operation have been appropriately described in the knowledge base. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Computer aided diagnosis, Failure(Electronics), Radio receivers, Circuits, Algorithms, Test sets, Computer programming, Fault tree analysis, computer logic, Maintenance, Automation, Artificial intelligence, Theses

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Fault detection
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(U) Automated Compiler Test Case Generation.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Final technical rep. Apr 76-Dec 77,
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PERSONAL AUTHORS: Berning, Paul t.; Anderson, Eric R.; Belz, Frank C.;

CONTRACT NO. F00602-78-C-0255

PROJECT NO. 5581

TASK NO. 12

MONITOR: RADC

TR-78-30
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ABSTRACT: (U) This report discusses the overall design of a software tool for the automation of validation of compilers for conformance to the specification of the high-order programming language they process. Such compiler validation is currently tedious, time-consuming, error-prone, and not completely effective. The generation of test cases for compiler validation is here envisioned as a two-step process. The starting point for this implementation is the SEMANOL tool, which consists of a machine-representable exact specification of a high-order language that is used to check the consistency of the HOL specification and to directly execute programs written in that HOL. SEMANOL is used by the Analyzer to generate constraints to which compiler test cases must adhere. The Synthesizer then uses these constraints to generate the test cases via a tree-building process. Although a considerable degree of human intervention is still required in the development of compiler test programs when a tool such as the one designed under this effort is employed, a vast improvement in the process of compiler validation and verification expected to result.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Compilers, Computer programs, Automation, Programming languages, Specifications, Computer program verification, Artificial intelligence, Error detection codes
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(U) QA4: A Procedural Calculus for Intuitive Reasoning.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Technical note.

NOV 72 354P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Rolifson, John F. ; Derksen, Jan A. ; Waldinger, Richard J. ;

REPORT NO. TN-73

CONTRAcT NO. NASW-2088

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

ABSTRACT: (U) This report presents a language, called QA4, designed to facilitate the construction of problem-solving systems used for robot planning, theorem proving, and automatic program synthesis and verification. QA4 integrates an omega-order logic language with canonical composition, associative retrieval, and pattern matching of expressions, process structure programming, goal-directed searching, and demons. Thus it provides many useful programming aids. More importantly, however, it provides a semantic framework for common sense reasoning about these problem domains. The interpreter for the language is extraordinarily general, and is therefore an adaptable tool for developing the specialized techniques of intuitive, symbolic reasoning used by the intelligent systems.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computer logic, *Computer program verification, *Problem solving, Artificial Intelligence, Programming languages, Pattern recognition, Heuristic methods, Control, Automation, Semantics

IDENTIFIERS: (U) LISP programming language, ALGOL programming language, LPN-SRI-8721
ABSTRACT: (U) APS provide a procedural model for skill acquisition by augmenting a production model of the skill with formal commentary describing plans, bugs, and interrelationships between various productions. This commentary supports processes of efficient interpretation, self-debugging and self-improvement. The theory of annotated productions is developed by analyzing the skill of attitude instrument flying. An annotated production interpreter has been written that executes skill models which control a flight simulator. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *flight simulators, *computer aided instruction, computer programs, computerized simulation, skills, instrument flight, artificial intelligence, debugging/computers, attitude control systems, flight maneuvers

IDENTIFIERS: (U) Evaluation, Algol programming language, Algol 68 programming language, PE81101E
ABSTRACT: (U) Techniques derived from mathematical logic promise to provide an alternative to the conventional methodology for constructing, debugging, and optimizing computer programs. Ultimately, these techniques are intended to lead to the automation of many of the facets of the programming process. This paper provides a unified tutorial exposition of the logical techniques, illustrating each with examples. The strengths and limitations of each technique as a practical programming aid are assessed and attempts to implement these methods in experimental systems are discussed. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computer logic, *Computer programming, Optimization, Algorithms, Mathematical logic, Artificial intelligence, Computer architecture, Computer program verification
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PERSONAL AUTHORS: Reiser, John F.;
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CONTRACT NO. MDA903-76-C-0206
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ABSTRACT: (U) Sail is a high-level programming language for the PDP-10 computer. It includes an extended ALGOL 60 compiler and a companion set of execution-time routines. In addition to ALGOL, the language features: (1) flexible linking to hand-coded machine language algorithms, (2) complete access to the PDP-10 I/O facilities, (3) a complete system of compile-time arithmetic and logic as well as a flexible macro system, (4) a high-level debugger, (5) records and references, (6) sets and lists, (7) an associative data structure, (8) independent processes, (9) procedure variables, (10) user-modifiable error handling, (11) backtracking, and (12) interrupt facilities. This manual describes the Sail language and the execution-time routines for the typical Sail user. A non-novice programmer with some knowledge of ALGOL. It lies somewhere between being a tutorial and a reference manual. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS (U) *High level languages, *Computer programming, Associative processing, Algorithms, Compilers, Computer programs, Debugging, Computers, Instruction manuals, Artificial intelligence

IDENTIFIERS (U) *Sail programming language, ALGOL, PDP-10 computers
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ABSTRACT: (U) This report summarizes recent
accomplishments in six related areas: basic AI research
and formal reasoning, image understanding, mathematical
theory of computation, program verification, natural
language understanding, and knowledge based programming.

DESCRIPTIONS (U) Computer Programming, Artificial
Intelligence, Reasoning, Computer Program Verification,
Natural Language Programming Languages,
Photointerpretation, Feature Recognition, Image
Processing Digital Systems, Computer Logic, Reports
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ABSTRACT: (U) An attempt is made to formulate techniques
of program modification whereby a program that
achieves a result can be transformed into a new program
that achieves the same principles to achieve a different goal. For
example, a program that uses the binary search paradigm
to calculate the square root of a number may be modified
to calculate the square roots of a similar manner or vice versa.
Program debugging is considered as a special case of
modification if a program computes wrong results. It
must be modified to achieve the intended results. The
modification of abstract program schemata to concrete
programs is illustrated from the perspective of
algorithm development. We have embodied this approach
in a tool for the editing, representation, and modification of
abstract program schemata that have been performed by it
in the past.
ABSTRACT

The correctness of a program can be shown by proving the correctness of a program transformation which is applied simultaneously to the input and output of the program. This method introduces an "intermittent assertion method" which does not require the program to be modified. Instead, the correctness of the program is established by proving the correctness of the transformation. This method is especially useful when the program is too complex for manual proof, and is introduced by programs which are generated simultaneously. The intermittent assertion method can be used in conjunction with conventional techniques to prove the correctness of more complex programs. The advantage of this method is that it can be applied to a much larger class of programs than conventional techniques. Moreover, the intermittent assertion method can be applied to programs which are generated by automatic proof systems. Therefore, the intermittent assertion method can be applied to programs which are generated by automatic proof systems.

DESCRIPTORS
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(U) Symbolic Evaluation Using Conceptual Represenations for Programs with Side-Effects.

DESCRIPTIVE NOTE: Memorandum rept.,

DEC 76 44P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Yonezawa,Akinori ;Hewitt,Carl

REPORT NO. AI-M-399

CONTRACT NO. N00014-75-C-0522

ABSTRACT: (U) Symbolic evaluation is a process which abstractly evaluates a program on abstract data. A formalism based on conceptual representations is proposed as a specification language for programs with side-effects. Relations between algebraic specifications and specifications based on conceptual representations are discussed and limitations of the current algebraic specification techniques are pointed out. Symbolic evaluation is carried out with explicit use of a notion of situations. Uses of situational tags in assertions make it possible to state relations about properties of objects in different situations. The proposed formalism can deal with problems of side-effects which have been beyond the scope of Floyd-Hoare proof rules and give a solution to McCarthy's frame problem. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Symbolic programming, *Computer program verification, Programming languages, Artificial Intelligence, Concept formation, Debugging(Computers), Queueing theory, Computations, Theory
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(U) A Computer and Its Man.

JUN 76 8P

PERSONAL AUTHORS: Shapiro, Norman

REPORT NO. P-5061

ABSTRACT: (U) Having read a book (Computer Power and Human Reason by Joseph Weizenbaum, W.H. Freeman and Company, San Francisco, 1976), by the program's creator, it is no longer clear to me who the joke was on. Apparently, some people took the program seriously. The book's principal avowed purpose is to show that there are certain activities that computers (because they are computers) ought not to be made to engage in and derivatively that there are certain kinds of research that ought not to be done. In this endeavor, the author has, I think, substantially failed.


IDENTIFIERS: (U) Eliza computer program
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: See also AD-A036 915.

ABSTRACT: (U) SPADE is a theory of the design of computer programs in terms of complementary planning and debugging processes. An overview of the author's recent research on this theory is provided. SPADE borrows tools from computational linguistics -- grammars, augmented transition networks (ATN's), chart-based parsers -- to formalize planning and debugging. The theory has been applied to parsing protocols of programming episodes, constructing a grammar-based editor in which programs are written in a structured fashion. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) Computational linguistics, Mathematical programming, Problem solving, Artificial intelligence, Psychology, Information processing, Planning, Debugging(Computers), Computer programs
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(U) Structured Planning and Debugging. A Linguistic Theory of Design.
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PERSONAL AUTHORS: Goldstein, Ira P.; Miller, Mark L.
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ABSTRACT: (U) A unified theory of planning and debugging is explored by designing a problem solving program called PATN. PATN uses an augmented transition network (ATN) to represent a broad range of planning techniques, including identification, decomposition, and reformulation. (The ATN is a simple yet powerful formalism which has been effectively utilized in computational linguistics). PATN’s plans may manifest “rational bugs”, which result from heuristically justified but incorrect arc transitions in the planning ATN. This aspect of the theory is developed by designing a complementary debugging module called DAPR, which would diagnose and repair the errors in PATN’s annotated plans. The investigation is incomplete: PATN has not yet been implemented. But sufficient detail is presented to provide a theoretical framework for reconceptualizing Sussman’s HACKER research. Since a detailed study of planning and debugging techniques is a prerequisite for complete fulfillment of Dijkstra’s objectives of program reliability, readability, portability, and so on, the theory is called, ‘Structured Planning and Debugging’, to emphasize its potential role in this enterprise.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computational linguistics, *Mathematical programming, Problem solving, Debugging(Computers), Planning, Artificial Intelligence, Networks, Computer programs
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(U) Initial Report on a LISP Programmer’s Apprentice.
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PERSONAL AUTHORS: Rich, Charles; Shrobe, Howard E.
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ABSTRACT: (U) The conceptual basis of the system lies in three forms of program description: (1) definition of structured data objects, their parts, properties, and relations between them, (2) input-output specification of the behavior of program segments (specs), and (3) a hierarchical representation of the internal structure of programs (plans). The major theoretical work reported here is a representation for program plans which includes data flow, control flow, and also goal-subgoal prerequisite, and other dependency relationships between the segments of the program. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *Computer programming, *Programmers, Computer programs, Computer program verification, Artificial Intelligence, Debugging(Computers), Automatic Specifications, Computer program Documentation, Machine coding, Hierarchies

IDENTIFIERS: (U) *Programmers apprentice, Scenarios, Computer software
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The Data & Analysis Center for Software (DACS) is a Department of Defense Information Analysis Center operated for the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) and Rome Air Development Center (RADC) by IIT Research Institute (IITRI).
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1. **Selected Citations**

The select citations are listed in ascending order by Document Accession Number (DAN).

**DAN Citation**

1461 WEGNER, PETER, EDITOR; "RESEARCH DIRECTIONS IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY - INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW," In 3RD INT'L CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. 0(0): May 1978. PP. 1-38. Also in RESEARCH DIRECTIONS IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY. 0(0): Jan 1979. Avail. from MIT Press, 28 Carleton Street, Cambridge, MA 02142.

Keywords: DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, ARCHITECTURE, AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING, PERFORMANCE, PROGRAM SYNTHESIS, DEVELOPMENTAL METHODOLOGIES, NATURAL LANGUAGES, DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING, CONCURRENT PROGRAMMING, TESTING, SPECIFICATIONS, MANAGEMENT, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, COMPLEXITY, EDUCATION
The organization of this book is explained, the changing technological environment is reviewed, and capsule descriptions of each paper (chapter) are included in this introduction. The first four chapters (Part I) consider the nature of the software problem and describe concepts and tools for managing large software systems. The remaining 16 chapters (Part II) describe and analyze specific research areas, divided into three subareas: (1) software methodology (managerial and technical issues); (2) computer system methodology (computers, languages, system programs); and (3) application methodology (broad application areas). Discussion items are included at the end of each Part or subarea which further explore specific research areas or offer alternative points of view.


Keywords: TEXT-PROCESSING APPLICATIONS, CODE READING, CODE VERIFICATION, NATURAL LANGUAGES

This paper presents a general and highly flexible "lexical synthesis" approach to the lexical decoding problem based on systematic string recognition rather than delimiting rules. It has successfully been implemented in an operating general-purpose lexical synthesis package ULEX.


Contract/Grant No. MCS-7912179, Sponsored by NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION. Contract/Grant No. N00014-80-C-0505, Sponsored by Office of Naval Research, Quincy Street, Arlington, VA 22217.

Keywords: TRANSFORMATION, LISP, SOFTWARE TOOLS, PROGRAMMING AIDS, DEBUGGING, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, AUTOMATED TESTING

This article describes the design and implementation of a program testing assistant for the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory's LISP Machine. The program testing assistant aids a programmer in the definition, execution, and modification of test cases during incremental program development. A brief overview of the testing assistant is first presented. Next, an example scenario of the assistant's use is given, with commentary and additional explanation of topics introduced in the overview, and implementation issues and techniques are examined. Finally, the testing assistant is related to other research.
This report discusses software maintenance and proposes maintenance tools and techniques for the Ada* programming environment. Maintenance practices for several Air Force Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence (C3I) software projects are reviewed. Three out of the four major problems identified during the project were attributed to the difficulty of comprehending software. Nine tools are proposed to help solve these and other problems, including a tool to help coordinate the programming process, a tool to aid in the collection and use of documentation, and an editor that is knowledgeable about what it is editing. The tools are based on related technologies that are also discussed in the report: artificial intelligence, automatic programming, intelligent use interfaces, formal verification, programming environments, and software metrics. Recommendations are made as to how the tools may be incorporated into the Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE). (*Ada is a trademark of the U.S. Department of Defense).

This paper describes the VERIFY 432 package, which was written in Ada*, and which evaluates the hardware status of an HIS 432 board system or an integrated MULTIBOX computer. Some observations are made on the possibility of building a knowledge base into this software, to upgrade to an expert system. A hardware diagnostic package would usually be written in a low-level language, perhaps even utilising special-purpose microcode functions. However, the authors' experience demonstrated that Ada is suitable for implementing this kind of testing suite, and has many features which especially facilitate more general systems programming. Some of the particular advantages of using Ada are pointed out, as well as areas in which the language could have provided more assistance than it did. (*Ada is a trademark of the U.S. Department of Defense).
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A review of early work on a project to develop autonomous vehicle control technology is presented. The primary goal of this effort is the development of a generic capability that can be specialized to a wide range of DoD applications. The emphasis in this project is development of the fundamental Artificial Intelligence based technology required by autonomous systems and the implementation of a testbed environment to evaluate and demonstrate the system capabilities. (author)
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